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Stockholm
taste of

Clockwise from top left: peas and beans, wild pineapple weed and dandelion from Djurgården island, yoghurt and black garlic from the Skilleby farm at Oaxen Krog; wild turbot
with flowerbroth and flowers from the garden at Gastrologik; Oyster from Grebbestad with spruce and cucumber at Gastrologik; smoked mackerel with juice of cucumber and
ramson, sand worth and black currant at Volt; Sorrel and cucumber at Gastrologik; the open-flame stove at Ekstedt; Gastrologik chefs Anton Bjuhr and Jacob Holmstrom

The assumption that Stockholmers exist on a diet
of pickled herring, cured salmon and fish pike for their supper is not
entirely far fetched. It is a city built on 14 islands after all, connected by
over 50 bridges – earning it the moniker “Venice of the North”. And of
course, the Swedes are the undisputed godfathers of ocean cooking –
versed in centuries of fishing in the Baltic and North Seas.
In reality though, the country’s wetlands and forests offer as much
rich pickings for chefs like Esperanto’s Sayan Isaksson and Matsalen’s
Mathias Dahlgren, as the ocean. Foraged foods like berries (all 50
varieties) and mushrooms appear regularly on Michelin-starred plates,
while wild game like elk, and even rodent, are being interpreted in
innovative dishes such as reindeer tacos and beaver musk petit fours.
The chefs’ unwavering commitment to the land, as well as the kitchen,
is impressive. And although the city’s dining scene is by no means one
dimensional, most food establishments, whether it be fikas (traditional
Swedish coffee houses), food courts or Michelin-starred stalwarts, unite
on one philosophy: sustainability. This eco-mindfulness is embraced
not only by Stockholders but by the entire country, as Sweden’s mission
to run on 100 per cent renewable energy, come 2040, is in full swing.
Swedes innate respect for natural and seasonal ingredients is echoed
in the city’s Nordic cuisine movement, characterised by local produce,
organic farming and ecological seafood. As a result, fixed menus are not
de rigueur in Stockholm’s upscale restaurants, and culinary masterminds
are happy to let their local larder dictate the dishes of the day. At
Gastrologik, one of the city’s most dynamic dining destinations, the
menu is even known to change midway through service, should one
ingredient run out. This fluidity to fine dining is the norm in Stockholm
– a city too cool for starched white tablecloths. Our advice – do as locals
do, and be open in mind and palate.
Despite the Swedish capital’s reputation for burning a hole in your
wallet, five-star dining is no longer prohibitively expensive, thanks to
back-pocket restaurants (bakficka) like Gastrologik’s Speceriet and Mathias
Dahlgren’s Matbaren, which serve tapas-style, Michelin-star quality fare,
sans reservations, at affordable prices. The fusion food trend is also
gathering pace, with Japanese cuisine experiencing an upswing in the
last few years and high-end Mexican restaurants mushrooming in the city.
If the last few years have proven anything, it’s that Stockholm is carving
out its own culinary identity, shrugging off the Scandinavian food label
– and the international gastro community is taking note. Two years
ago, one of the most prestigious cooking competitions, Bocuse d’Or,

Swedish meatballs may have
been brought to the world’s
attention thanks to Ikea, but
as Sarah Freeman discovers,
Stockholm is shaking off the
stereotypes to become one
of Europe’s most dynamic
culinary hubs

was hosted in the capital and chefs Jacob Holmström
and Anton Bjuhr of Gastrologik were headhunted to
showcase their skills at Los Angeles’ NORTH Nordic
Food Festival in 2014. In the last three years alone,
seven of the city’s restaurants have been awarded
Michelin stars. Competition may have stepped up,
but the city’s restaurateurs still remain more friend
than foe – many co-sharing herb and vegetable plots.
And while Stockholm’s culinary wizards are
innovators of flavour, many of their techniques are
firmly rooted in Swedish tradition. Taking this trend
to the extreme is TV chef supremo (and fire-starter)
Niklas Ekstedt, whose award-winning kitchen could
have been plucked straight out of the stone age, with
chefs battling roaring flames next to a 19th-century
cast-iron stove. His restaurant Ekstedt, is literally,
the hottest ticket in town.
Tradition also extends to the smoked, pickled,
marinated and salted ingredients that feature in
top-ranking restaurants, rendered using centuryold preservation methods. Locals have historically
preserved food to see them through Sweden’s
brutally long winters, and relied on whatever local
and seasonal produce they can plant, brew, handpick,
ferment and forage. Paradoxically, it’s Swedish
culinary traditions that are propelling the capital’s
gastronomy into the future.
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Stockholm’s best 4
Where to dine on world-class Swedish cuisine
Volt
Forage-to-plate dining doesn’t get much more on trend (or affordable), than at this Michelin-starred
restaurant in Östermalm. Majoring on simple, seasonal fare, its stripped-back degustation menus of four
to six dishes (modest by Stockholm standards) are as unfussy as its monochrome, masculine décor. With
just 30 covers, Volt’s intimate retro-living room ambiance, complete with Radiohead soundtrack, is the
epitome of Stockholm’s laid-back fine-dining scene. And despite being twenty-somethings, formidable
chef duo Peter Anderson and Fredrik Johnsson invent mindfully layered dishes like elk with beetroot,
marrow and spruce oil or baked monkfish with cauliflower, browned butter and sea buckthorn, that defy
their years. Ingredient-led menus tease diners with mentions of elderflower, sorrel, scallops, quince,
pikeperch and other Nordic produce, yielding plenty of “oohs” and “aahs” when the plated dishes
arrive. And the surprises don’t end there. Order a coffee and you will be treated to a lesson in brewing
theatrics at your table, which comes with generous slice of sockerkaka (a type of Nordic sponge cake).
Kommendörsgatan 16; +46 8 662 34 00; www.restaurangvolt.se

Gastrologik
The love child of revered pastry chef Anton Bjuhr (of Pierre Gagnaire pedigree) and Jacob Holmstrom
who cut his teeth at L›Astrance in Paris, this five-year old restaurant sets the bar for new Nordic cuisine
in the city. Presented with a piece of paper that reads: “Let today’s produce decide. Every dish is a
surprise”, diners sign up to a no-menu three- or six-course voyage of discovery (lasting around three
hours) that is governed by the seasons and locally sourced produce. The restaurant’s unmarked façade
opens into a minimalist space, replete with Danish oak floors, copper pendant lights and a clean,
open kitchen where hipster-looking chefs scurry back and forth. Dubbed Sweden’s answer to Noma,
Gastrologik challenges the status quo when it comes to flavour profiles, with innovative dishes like white
asparagus porridge and chicken meringue and apple. Nature whimsically invades the table with bread
wrapped around thick sticks, raw mushrooms arranged into flowers and vodka-laced bowls of pine.
Don’t go home without sampling their “adult candy”, made from bastoreum (beaver musk) and vodka.
Artillerigatan 14; +46 8 662 30 60; www.gastrologik.se

Oaxen Krog
Formerly located on the remote island of Oaxen, sommelier Agneta Green and Chef Magnus Ek
uprooted their two-Michelin-starred restaurant to Stockholm’s 17th-century Djurgarden ship marina,
much to the delight of the capital’s gourmands. Despite its international reputation (Krog consistently
makes the coveted World’s 50 Best Restaurants list), local values and produce are upheld with strictly
Scandi ingredients and a sustainable ethos, which extends from the cuisine to the décor. As well as
having their own farm on the northern part of the island (and exclusive permissions to pick certain
herbs), Krog’s food waste is recycled into biogas, and the renovated boathouse interior is fitted out with
100 per cent native materials, including custom tables fabricated by local shipyard carpenters. Putting
a modern spin on classic Swedish cuisine, Ek’s 10-course tasting menu begins with an amuse-bouche
of bone marrow, and continues with dishes like raw reindeer in red-cabbage broth and 24-hour slowcooked knuckle of veal confit, rounded off with woodruff ice-cream and sloes. Wash it down with
wines sourced from boutique European ecological vineyards and you have all the ingredients for a
superlative dining experience.
Beckholmsvägen 26; +46 8 551 531 05; www.oaxen.com

Ekstedt
The fire is most definitely alive at this artisanal, Michelin-starred eatery, which delivers top-notch
dining, sans electricity or gas. Helmed by TV chef superstar Niklas Ekstedt, who earnt his chef stripes
at the Fat Duck and El Bulli, Ekstedt has been praised for taking the Nordic food movement in an
entirely new direction, while holding true to traditional Scandi cooking techniques. Foraged food like
reindeer heart is cooked over a fire pit, smoked through a chimney or warmed in their original 1870s
cast-iron stove, with the help of just a few rudimentary cooking tools to infuse flavour. The primal
concept extends to the amber-lit space, which feels a bit like a posh cabin in the woods; strewn with
timber and birch woods, earthy hues and striking copper panels. For the best seat in the house, reserve
the chef’s table, where you can eye-up dishes like duck breast cooked on ember, juniper-smoked perch
and hay-baked scallops (dusted with charcoal dust) being plated at the attractive slate bar, as part of
their six-course degustation.
Humlegårdsgatan 17; +46 8 611 12 10; www.ekstedt.nu
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